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One step closer to
virtual reality in
our classrooms!
The period of developing our first two
intellectual outputs is behind us we've completed the Virtual Worlds
and the tasks that students will be
asked to perform when they find
themselves exploring these exciting
new worlds. The project started in
2019 and the team has pushed
forward its implementation despite the
coronavirus
pandemic.
Although
meetings online have become our
reality for the past year and a half, the
consortium partners have finally had a
chance to attend the 5th transnational
project meeting face to face in Croatia,
which was followed by the three-day
teacher training event.

The two-day transnational meeting
took place in Split, hosted by Jantar,
during which the project partners
discussed the progress of the
project’s tasks and the development
of the intellectual outputs. Special
importance was given to the third
intellectual output – teachers’ notes
for the virtual worlds which are aimed
at helping teachers understand the
purpose of the activities and provide
instruction to their learners. The
partners reviewed the final proposed
template for teachers’ notes and set
the deadlines for their production.

opportunity to practice the target
language in a fully immersive way.
November is just around the corner so
stay tuned! If you are interested in
joining in the pilot phase, let us know!
The more feedback we receive the
better.

The piloting activities were also a part
of the meeting’s agenda as most of
the activities will materialise in
November 2021. The VR4LL content
will be piloted in various educational
institutions and students will have an

Teachers' Notes in progress

What have we done so far?
Virtual Worlds developed
Virtual Words tested
Tasks for students created
Three transnational meetings
attended
Teacher Training conducted

Transnational Teacher Training

What's coming next?

The three-day teacher training event was held with the
purpose of giving the participants a basic understanding of
Virtual Reality technology and its potential for use in the
classroom. The theoretical session was followed by a handson experience in VR environments, so the teachers had an
opportunity to gain as much practice as possible.

Completion of Teachers' Notes
User manual development
Second transnational training event
Piloting activities (November of 2021)
Final project conference (spring of 2022)

Through this training event, teachers from partner institutions acquired following skills and competences:
use of advanced ICT tools in language teaching
proper use of VR equipment
the principles of VR and commonly used applications
an introduction to generated audio-visual materials

safety considerations and procedures when using VR
VR models in education
VR in hybrid classes and online environments
hands-on experience with VR4LL developed content

Connect with VR4LL
https://vr4ll.com/
https://web.facebook.com/VR4LL
https://bit.ly/3rEzvmf

